Aerosol Stripper
Item ID

Description

UOM

Claire® Baseboard Cleaner & Wax Stripper
Penetrating foam quickly removes all soil and wax build-up. Cleans and strips where a floor machine can't
reach. Adheres to vertical surfaces. 20 oz can, 19 oz net wt. USDA: C1.

CS

Gleme Gelled Baseboard Stripper
Heavy gelled formula provides excellent cling and dwell time on vertical surfaces. Removes soil and wax
build-up on baseboards, floors and ceramic tile. 20 oz can, 19 oz net wt. USDA: C1.

CS

Simoniz® Baseboard Stripper Gel
A heavy duty cleaner and stripper for build up on basebaords and in corners. Clinging gel provides extra
penetration to lift off heaviest soils without damaging surface or finish. Inverted valve makes for easy
application.

CS

CLRC856

CLRC859

SZS3343012

Liquid Stripper
Item ID

AMR1041547

DRK98726

Description

UOM

Z Tread Heavy Duty Floor Stripper 5 Gal
A low-foaming stripper that uses chemical action to remove multiple layers of floor finish with minimal
manual labor. Quickly removes multiple coats. No phosphates or ammonia. Free-rinsing.

PL

Floor Science Stripper4/1 (H)
Non-ammoniated, heavy duty stripper. Use on both resilient and non-resilient floors. Low foaming,
can be used in automatic scrubbers. Non-solvent. Pleasant fragrance. 4 per case.

CS

3M™ Troubleshooter™ Cleaner
(AERO)Non-Ammoniated formula strips floors without lengthy downtime. No rinsing or neutralizing
needed. Dilution rate: 1:4

CS

MCO14001

No Rinse H/D Stripper
Hot Shot Heavy Duty Speed Stripper. A hightly effective, fast acting floor finish stripper that will
emulsify aged, burnished, and built-up finishes almost instantly. May be used as a no-scrub striper or
MISHOT14MN with a rotary floor machine and pad depending on co

CS

Item ID

MISSSP5MN

Description

UOM

PMG Super Strip Plus Extra Duty Stripper
Designed for use on any water based finish, this stripper is effective for floor care programs where
there is more time than normal between strippings, creating an extensive build-up of finish. Will
emulsify and suspend water based floor finishes to

PL

Amine Stripper 5 Gallon

PL

MISSUP05MN
Super Strip Non-Ammoniated Stripper
A non-ammoniated stripper that quickly unlocks all water-based waxes, finishes, and sealers. It is
MISSUP25MN
highly concentrated and very effective. Contains no harsh solvents or abrasives. Will emulsify and
suspend water based floor finishes to be picked up easily

PC10585

Liquidator Floor Stripper 5 Gallon Pl

CS

PL

Starco Fast & Easy No Rinse Finish Emulsifier
Emulsifies and suspends even the most difficult floor finishes. The emulsified solution is then easily
vacuumed up leaving no residue.

CS

Starco Fast & Easy No Rinse Finish Emulsifier
Emulsifies and suspends even the most difficult floor finishes. The emulsified solution is then easily
vacuumed up leaving no residue.

PL

STA12747

STA12748

SZE1100004

SZE1100005

SZG1100004

Simoniz® EZ-2000 Stripper
Our highest quality solvent, emulsifying stripper. Quickly and effectively removes both metal-linked
and zinc-free floor finishes. Highly dilutable, low odor and no-rrinse. Vinyl Tile, Asbestos Tile, Asphalt
Tile, Linoleum, Terrazzo and Concrete.

CS

Simoniz® EZ-2000 Stripper
Our highest quality solvent, emulsifying stripper. Quickly and effectively removes both metal-linked
and zinc-free floor finishes. Highly dilutable, low odor and no-rrinse. Vinyl Tile, Asbestos Tile, Asphalt
Tile, Linoleum, Terrazzo and Concrete.

PL

Simoniz® GripStrip Floor Finish Stripper
Heavy duty no scrub floor finish stripper. Quickly liquefies finish for easy removal. Highly dilutable for
the toughest strip outs.

CS

Item ID

Description

UOM

Simoniz® GripStrip Floor Finish Stripper
heavy duty no scrub floor finish stripper. Quickly liquefies finish for easy removal. Highly dilutable for
the toughest strip outs.

PL

SZN2625005

No Odor Floor Stripper
Quickly and completely removes metal cross linked floor finishes. Ideal for the most difficult stripouts.
Highly dilutable, low odor and no-rinse.

PL

SZS3492004

Strip Away Stripper

CS

PL

SZT3770005

Simoniz® Take Away Floor Finish Stripper
Heavy duty no scrub floor finish stripper. Quickly liquefies finish for easy removal. Where To Use:
Large strip jobs with heavy build up of old finishes or urethane fortified finishes. Vinyl Tile, Vinyl
Asbestos, Asphalt Tile,
Concrete and Rubber.

Simoniz® Zip Strip Stripper
Highly active no-scrub-no-rinse stripper. Simoniz® most aggressive floor stripper. Fast acting. Cuts
through multiple layers of burnished floor finish.

CS

Simoniz® Zip Strip Stripper
Highly active no-scrub-no-rinse stripper. Simoniz® most aggressive floor stripper. Fast acting. Cuts
through multiple layers of burnished floor finish.

PL

SZG1100005

SZZ6050004

SZZ6050005

